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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses a tool specially developed for the analysis of radial correlation reflectometry

data in JET. The tool, which calculates the correlation length and coherent reflection from the raw

data, has been designed for off-line analysis and to assist diagnostic operators. After being verified

in controlled tests using theoretical signals, the tool is validated by means of a study of ITB plasmas

in JET.

1. INTRODUCTION

In JET, the radial correlation reflectometry diagnostic currently produces large amounts of improved

quality data after the installation of new waveguides that increased the signal to noise ratio [1], the

connection to a more powerful data acquisition system with longer recording times, and the ongoing

implementation of a new calibration method [2]. As instruments to analyze such data became

necessary, a software tool has been developed that meets the specific diagnostic requirements and

is robust and user-friendly for the systematic off-line analysis of data and to be routinely used

during the experiments. In a nutshell, the tool reads and calibrates raw signals, calculates spectra

and the coherence between fixed- and variable-frequency microwave channels, which are in turn

used to calculate L, the radial correlation length of the microwaves [3]. The coherent reflection G,

which strongly depends on the level of density fluctuations, is also calculated. Both L and G are

required to determine the actual correlation length and level of turbulent plasma density fluctuations,

which can be achieved by full-wave modelling of the diagnostic [4]. In the remainder of this paper,

the description, verification and validation of the analysis tool are addressed in Section 2, and

results are discussed in Section 3.

2. RESULTS

The radial scale of turbulence is calculated from the correlation length L of two probing microwaves

from separate fixed- and variable-frequency channels. JET has four X mode reflectometer systems

operating around as many different radial positions [1]. Each system measures one L from the

variation of coherence with the separation between the cutoff positions of the two waves. Although

the concept of spectral coherence is relatively simple [5], its practical application may not be

straightforward. Indeed, coherence analysis of correlation reflectometry must be approximated and

is not adequate for automatic processing, requiring considerable interaction with the calculation

software. So, the tool has been implemented in IDL as simply as possible yet in a versatile way. To

calculate L, the tool starts by loading and calibrating the complex signals acquired from the fixed

and variable reflectometer channels.

The signals can then be filtered and coherence analysis is usually carried out on them, other possibilities

being their in-phase or quadrature components, their amplitudes, or their phases. The spectral coherence

γ( f ) is calculated in terms of the Fourier spectra of the complex signals from the fixed and variable

frequency channels F ( f ) and V ( f ), respectively, assuming that density fluctuations at their cutoff
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positions are stationary random processes [5], γ ( f ) = |〈F ( f ) V* (f)〉| /    |〈F ( f )|2〉 〈 |V (( f )|2〉. The

average or peak of γ( f ) in a chosen frequency interval gives one value γ for each variable microwave

probing frequency, which is stepped up or down in plateaus during the measurement. By plotting

the obtained γ values versus the radial separation between the two cutoffs ∆R and fitting an exponential

model, L is obtained as the 1/e dropping distance. The coherent reflection G( f ) is here calculated

for the fixed channel as G( f ) = |〈F ( f )〉| /   |〈F ( f )|2〉, and likewise for the variable channel [4].

Similarly to γ( f ), a plateau value G is retrieved from G ( f ). However, contrary to γ( f ) coherent

reflection should not depend on the variable frequency plateau. Otherwise, the fluctuation level

would change significantly during the measurement and the hypothesis of stationary fluctuations

would fail. So, G ( f ) should remain approximately constant during a measurement, which typically

lasts about 250ms with 20ms plateaus and yields one value for L and another for G. The basic

difficulty in the calculations is the realization of the ensemble averages denoted by 〈〉 in the above

formulas for γ( f ) and G ( f ). A sufficient number of instances of F ( f ) and V (f) is obtained for every

plateau by time partitioning the signals with non-overlapping windows and calculating the FFT of

the windowed signals. Given enough instances G ( f ) will approach zero for a completely incoherent

signal, as the sum of random phasors can then be very small. However, spectral leakage and the

consequent degradation of spectral amplitude and phase do increase with the number of instances

[5], and a compromise must be made. The tool allows to choose the number of instances and

different window types to alleviate leakage effects. Moreover, time partitioning introduces a

systematic phase increase of the signal components for consecutive time windows, which precludes

the obtained spectra from forming a valid statistical ensemble. Although γ( f ) is unaffected as it

involves phase differences between F ( f ) and V ( f ), the phase must be corrected for the calculation

of G ( f ). So, using the time shift property of Fourier transforms s (t-t0) = F-1 [S (f) exp (-i2 π f τ)],

where S ( f ) = F [s (t)] is the Fourier transform of s (t), for every time window F ( f ) and V ( f ) are

multiplied by exp (-i2 π f τ), where τ is the difference between the window start and the respective

plateau start [6]. Another consequence of leakage is that since FFT frequency bins for which there

is no signal energy will not be void, there will be spurious values of γ( f ) and G ( f ). To avoid this,

γ( f ) and G ( f ) are put to zero wherever the power spectrum falls below a predefined threshold. This

zeroing also mitigates peak aliasing in G ( f ) associated with time partitioning and phase correction,

as described below. Given the significant number of choices and adjustments required by the analysis,

a user-friendly graphical user interface has been created with the basic features available through

controls on the main panel and menus containing many useful commands and options, for instance

to ignore transients at the start of plateaus, to choose the FFT length or the number of instances of

the spectra. To verify the tool and demonstrate the pitfalls in its implementation, tests are carried

out with theoretical signals. As their results are known beforehand, success in these tests guarantees

that the tool will work correctly with real signals, and provides indications on how to utilize it

properly. Signals are sampled at 10 kHz during 1s and time partitioned to yield 21 spectra calculated

with 16384 length FFTs. Except when adding noise to the variable channel, the fixed and variable
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signals are the same and G ( f ) is calculated for the variable γ ( f ) and G ( f ) should be 1, and a

degradation is expected with noise addition and for nonstationary signals [7]. Figure 1(a) shows the

power spectrum of a complex sinusoid with frequency 2kHz. Without zeroing it can be seen in blue

in Fig. 1(b) that γ ( f ) is maximum at all frequencies. The correct coherence can be seen in black

after zeroing γ ( f ) wherever the power spectrum falls below 10-3 of its maximum value. Still in Fig.

1(b), in red it is shown that adding Gaussian noise of zero mean and π standard deviation to the

phase of the variable channel leads to a drastic reduction of coherence. As for G ( f ) it was verified

that, as expected, it is unaffected by stationary noise. Figure 1(c) shows in red that without phase

correction coherent reflection is very low, and in blue that by  correcting the phase G ( f ) becomes

practically 1. However, aliases of the true 2kHz peak appear everywhere separated by 0.021kHz,

the inverse of the window duration. This effect is effectively removed by zeroing, as shown in

black. In Fig.2 two signals with equally spaced components between 0.5kHz and 4.5kHz are analyzed

with zeroing. With the 5 components displayed in Fig.2(a), G ( f ) is seen in Fig.2(c) to be

approximately 1 at the component frequencies and zero elsewhere. However, with 501 components

as shown in Fig.2(b) G ( f ) is much lower than expected, as seen in Fig.2(d). This is due to the small

separation of the components, 8Hz, compared with the 84Hz bandwidth of the used Hann window

[8], whereby leakage mixes up the phases of the components. The signal with two components at

0kHz and 2kHz shown in black in Fig.3(a) has been made nonstationary by imposing 0.2kHz

sinusoidal frequency modulation [9], as seen in red. Figure 3(b) shows that γ ( f ) remains 1 but

occupies the spectral band of the nonstationary signal. On the contrary, it can be seen in Fig. 3(c)

that G ( f ) decreases considerably as the dense spectral composition of the nonstationary signal

enhances leakage effects. As a first application and for validation purposes, the tool has been used

to analyze JET plasmas with formation of an Internal Transport Barrier (ITB) [10].With γ ( f )

ranging from 0.1 to 0.9, L is of the order of 1cm in the plasma core of JET plasmas without ITBs,

and half that value when ITBs are formed. A clear decrease was shown of the radial correlation

length in the region inside the ITB foot, which can be seen in Fig.4. This decrease is compatible

with a reduction of turbulence in the plasma core, while the correlation length in the region outboard

of the ITB remained unchanged, indicating that turbulence in this region is unaffected by the

formation of the ITB. These conclusions agree with previous ITB studies in JET [11].

3. DISCUSSION

A tool to analyze radial correlation reflectometry data in JET has been presented and it was verified

that it yields the expected results in tests performed with noiseless stationary signals, noisy, and

nonstationary signals. Issues associated with spectral estimation and the realization of statistical

ensembles have been adequately taken into account. Stationary noise can significantly affect γ ( f ),

while G ( f ) is hindered by nonstationarity and spectral leakage. So, retrieving average or peak

values from G ( f ) must be done at spectral peaks separated by more than the characteristic leakage

bandwidth. Removal of low energy spectral components in γ ( f ) and G ( f ) is essential to avoid the
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appearance of spurious values. The tool has been successfully employed to study ITB plasmas in

JET,10 leading to conclusions consistent with previous studies11 and thereby validating the tool.
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Figure 1: For the sinusoid in (a) γ(f) is shown in (b) without zeroing (blue), with zeroing (black), and with zeroing and
phase noise (red). G(f) is shown in (c) without phase correction (red), with phase correction (blue), and with phase
correction and zeroing (black).

Figure  2: Analysis of two signals with (a) 5 and (b) 501 equally spaced components. With 5 components the calculated
G (f) in (c) is correct, but with 501 components it is much lower than expected due to spectral leakage, as seen in (d).
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Figure 3: In (a) a signal with two components (black) is
made nonstationary by imposing frequency modulation
(red). While γ (f) in (b) remains 1 in the new spectral
band, G(f) decreases considerably as seen in (c).

Figure 4: Application to ITB formation in JET plasmas
showing the radial correlation length in the region inside
the ITB foot (a) before and (b) after the ITB formation
[10].
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